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A new ifcerufcioB procedure for the studying of the Stark

effect ia hydrogea 1- proposed» The setbod 1P very accurate

aumerioallj юг аду -/alue of the «lectric fi»ld eferength»

Ihe approalteate explicit expression obtained for the gromid

•t«te «nergj eigenvalue has analytic properties similar to

tho«e tanowii for- the exaot solution.
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The hydrogen «bom behaviour in an electric field was re-

cently subjected to a considerable attention ""' . lev

small values of the field strengh В the perturbation expan-

sion in powers of J3 gives sufficiently accurate results.

This power series Is known •
/
» to be divergent

r
however,

and for S > 0.1 a.u* the perturbation theory does not work.

The Stark splitting calculations outside the framework of the

perturbation theory were done with various numerical me -

thods ° being in mutual contradiction for £ >0.15 a»u.

In what follows we will describe a new iteration proce-

dure which results in analytic expressions for the energy

eigenvalues and are applicable to strong as well as to weak

fields. We confine ourselves here to the calculation of the

shift and width of the ground state energy level» The me -

thod can be easily generalized to the exited states too»

Our results agrees with the numerical calculation of ref ,7,

In essential features the method presented coincides
-11with that of ref» where it was applied to the one di-

mentional enharmonic oscillator problem»

The Schrodinger equat5on for hydrogen atom in external

electric field is

where £ is the energy and E is the electric field

strength in atomic units. In terms of the parabolic coor-

dinates 1? = • / " + £ and Y\**-f— 2 •£• (1) i*

splitted into two equations for the ground state wave



function (see e.g» ref. )

= °' (2a)

(2b)

. JfX
where the substitution ¥-F(f)(fl4)(f4) ' wa- •**•• Th*
separation constants <A and ̂8 satisfy the condition

et+/=f. (3)

function G and parameter y8 are the analytio contiauationB

In Ж of I and e( respectively!

and /f£jS^f-E) (4)

The basic point is the dealing with the Riooati

on instead of eq. (2a). By the substitution /= F /f we

obtain

к perturbation theory for this equation is developed. As the

sero order approximation we chose the function

whieh tends to the exact solution when ^-• o
0
 and F-»0.

The deviation of f (j)
 tr9a

 f
0
 (f) being small, the

perturbation series is constructed with subsequent neglect

of the noallnear tern in eq. (5) • We define

* * 4 ^ ' *•«•• ' м«г



«her* /ц( Jf) * *ъ
 a n i

 ^и асе determined order bj or-

der through the following recurrent relation».

Hera X
h
 - - (2 *„. *•

Th» eolution of eq (8) Tanisaiag as J -* <***

A W J
(2/ЗЕ)(1*Е*)'

/Я
 . From the condition

?//?)-» 9 as E —* О the parameter e(
M
 oan be

founds

where the notation is introduced

' ̂  .KM

Uaing conditions (3) and (4) we find for tee separate

terms in tne energy eigenvalue expansion ф

where 0... is the Кгалескег symbol and the bar mean* aaa-

lytic continuation from S to (-S). Recall that £^ s-(o L)

The coefficients "X.^. are coc>plex and determine the

ahift as well а.в tne wiath of the ground state energy level

of hydrogen atom. The expansion of /_ }Ц^ in power* of

JB reproduces the standard series of perturbation theory,

each term of this toeing determines by a finite пионер of



Э£
и
 5 • Imaginary part; of #

л
 is exponentially small

•hem Ж -*O aad differ» fro* the quasiclaseical «xpressio*

la nonvxponential factor only, »or large field values

It follows fro» »q. (11) that

•h-re C< = ~ J llf*/Г{Чъ) «* С
г
 о, 0.2 C<.

If th* eerlee XC
h
 **

19
 conrergenft, the reeclt (12)

would be 1B contradiction to that of ref, ^ where It i u

elftlaed that 3g /x. E^&E • "* can show that our

procedure is convergent for sufficiently entail В and it

seems probable that it is convergent for "arge В ;оо. In

the latter hase, however^ we failed to get a rigoroue proof*

Humerioal reeults for th6 energ; shift and the width of

th* pound state are presented in figs. 1 end 2 respectively,

first two orders ot the described iterative procedure being

takea into acoount. In fig. 3 the ratio of the second order

t«rs to the first order one for rial and imaginary parts of

the energy eigenvalue are presented. These ratios are email

and so the method proved to be numerically accurate. There

Is SOBS Increase of these ratios at larger values of 2*

sq. (12) shows however that asymptotically, as f-»o° ,

th* ratio of £ 2 *° £f i e about 0.2.

Th* applioation of this method to the higher levels of

atom will be published elsewhere.
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Pig. 2. Width of the ground i ~ate level та.electric field

E • The notation* are the same aa in fig. 2.



(*)

(h)

Tig* 3* *Ъл ratio of th« second order tera to the first

order one for «fa« shift «nd widtb((a)aad(b)r»*~
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